Music Focuses on Undergrads

MIT students perform the Brahms String Quartet #1.

RESPONSIBILITY

- Ami directs market research for a client trying to establish a new private bank.
- Randall manages a team of clients seeking to expand the Colombian printing industry into foreign markets.
- Rahul is developing an information system that allows consultants worldwide to share work and request each other's assistance.
- Steve and Charlie are guiding the senior managers of a metals company through a restructuring of their business.

What do these people have in common? They are consultants who joined Monitor Company in 1992. None of them have MBAs or advanced degrees. Nonetheless, they fill challenging roles that other consulting companies might reserve for older consultants. That’s because at Monitor, we put meritocracy into practice by giving Ami, Randall, and Rahul as much responsibility as they demonstrate they can manage. This gives Monitor’s clients the full benefit of their skills. This also gives Monitor’s consultants extremely challenging and exciting work, and the support to continually develop new skills to increase their level of responsibility in the future.

We’re looking for the next group of consultants who can manage responsibility. Send us your cover letter through the Office of Career Services by November 22, or call us at (617) 252-2000.

MONITOR COMPANY -- STRATEGY CONSULTING
25 First Street, Cambridge, MA 02141